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BASHY=boronic acid salicylidenehydrazone.

Introduction {#chem201503943-sec-0001}
============

The quest for flexible and modular approaches that enable the construction of electronically tunable and environmentally responsive fluorophore platforms is vital for the development of functional dyes for bioimaging, sensing, and probing applications.[1](#chem201503943-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#chem201503943-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#chem201503943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#chem201503943-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#chem201503943-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Highly fluorescent dyes based, for example, on rhodamine,[6](#chem201503943-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#chem201503943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} fluorescein,[3](#chem201503943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#chem201503943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} oxazine,[3](#chem201503943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} coumarin,[3](#chem201503943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} cyanine[9](#chem201503943-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#chem201503943-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} or boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY)[11](#chem201503943-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#chem201503943-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#chem201503943-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#chem201503943-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#chem201503943-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} chromophores, have been extensively explored along these lines. In particular, BODIPY derivatives (Scheme [1](#chem201503943-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} A) became the focus of different fields due to a combination of remarkable photophysical properties, which included very high quantum yields, narrow absorption and emission bands, and high molar absorption coefficients.

![General structures of A) BODIPY and B) boron‐based fluorophores. C) Complexation of boronic acids (BAs) with bi‐ and tridentate ligands. D) Design of fluorescent dyes with Schiff‐base ligands and BAs.](CHEM-22-1631-g005){#chem201503943-fig-5001}

The success of BODIPY dyes triggered burgeoning interest in the engineering of sophisticated fluorescent molecules featuring a central boron(III) atom coordinated to a bidentate ligand, usually with N,N or N,O charged sites, and two anions, typically F^−^ or Ar^−^ (Scheme [1](#chem201503943-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} B).[16](#chem201503943-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Likewise, four‐coordinate organoboron N,C chelates have been investigated intensively; some of them are highly fluorescent and strongly indicate their suitability for applications in organic light‐emitting materials.[17](#chem201503943-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In many of these architectures, the boron atom assumes an instrumental role because it may improve the stability of the ligand and enhance the planarity of the dye, conjugation, and charge transfer throughout the π system.[16](#chem201503943-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is rather surprising that widely available and structurally diverse BAs have been generally overlooked as useful conformational blocks for the construction of fluorescent dyes.

The lack of use of BAs may suggest some difficulties in the self‐assembled generation of fluorescent molecules based on this function. BAs are known to feature a rich supramolecular chemistry[18](#chem201503943-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#chem201503943-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#chem201503943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#chem201503943-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#chem201503943-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and to form fluorescent complexes upon binding with bidentate ligands.[23](#chem201503943-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#chem201503943-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#chem201503943-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#chem201503943-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} However, the coordination is reversible and the conjugates often lack the long‐term stability required for their application as functional dyes (Scheme [1](#chem201503943-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} C). Differently, BAs generate more stable complexes with tridentate ligands, although these boronates are poorly fluorescent because the central boron atom adopts an out‐of‐plane tetrahedral geometry (Scheme [1](#chem201503943-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} C).[27](#chem201503943-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

BAs offer attractive opportunities for the discovery of fluorescent supramolecular architectures, since this function may be used to rigidify unreported structures of tridentate π‐conjugated ligands, which can be further tuned, depending on the BA structure. Bearing this in mind, we envisioned that Schiff‐base ligands could be used as a platform to build fluorescent boronates, since the modular structure of these ligands can be specifically engineered to accommodate BAs in form of a conformationally stable π‐conjugated complex (Scheme [1](#chem201503943-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} D).[28](#chem201503943-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#chem201503943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#chem201503943-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#chem201503943-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#chem201503943-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The result of this design effort is a modular fluorophore platform based on boronic acid salicylidenehydrazone (BASHY) complexes.

Results and Discussion {#chem201503943-sec-0002}
======================

Stepwise molecular development of BASHY dyes {#chem201503943-sec-0003}
--------------------------------------------

Boronates prepared by using Schiff‐base ligands and BAs were used recently by us to prepare new, biologically active, small molecules and to selectively functionalize proteins.[33](#chem201503943-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#chem201503943-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#chem201503943-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#chem201503943-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#chem201503943-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} In the course of these studies,[35](#chem201503943-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} we observed that boronate **1** (Scheme [2](#chem201503943-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}) was weakly fluorescent (*λ* ~fluo~=456 nm, *Φ* ~fluo~=0.03; quantitative data in acetonitrile determined in this work). Based on this observation, and with the aim of discovering a modular BA‐based molecular platform for the construction of functional fluorescent dyes, boronate **2** was designed (Scheme [2](#chem201503943-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison to **1**, this compound was predicted to feature a more extended π framework, improved ligand planarity, and greater rigidity; all of these are attributes for the observation of significant and bathochromically shifted fluorescence. Hence, 4‐methoxysalicylaldehyde, anthranilic acid, and phenylboronic acid were reacted in ethanol for 18 h at 70 °C. This simple, three‐component protocol afforded the desired compound, which was isolated by filtration in high purity and 90 % yield. To our disappointment, boronate **2** proved to be only very poorly fluorescent (*Φ* ~fluo~\<0.01), albeit with the predicted bathochromically shifted emission (Δ*λ*=42 nm). Thus, it was anticipated that the installation of a hydrazone bridge between the donor and acceptor components could enhance π conjugation along the main axis of the ligand and contribute to improved fluorescence properties of the dye. To put this idea into practice, 4‐methoxysalicylhydrazone (**3**), phenylglyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid were reacted in acetonitrile. After heating at 80 °C for 2 h, BASHY complex **5** was isolated in near quantitative yield as a solid of high purity (Scheme [2](#chem201503943-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, this dye was significantly more fluorescent than boronates **1** and **2**, and also displayed a further bathochromic shift of the emission band (*λ* ~fluo~=506 nm, *Φ* ~fluo~=0.17; in acetonitrile).

![One pot‐assembly of BA‐based heterocycles; the yields presented were obtained without any chromatographic purification steps.](CHEM-22-1631-g006){#chem201503943-fig-5002}

Expansion of the scope of BASHY dyes {#chem201503943-sec-0004}
------------------------------------

Encouraged by the previous result, we addressed the synthesis of different BASHY constructs based on the above‐described three‐component reaction. As shown in Scheme [2](#chem201503943-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}, iminoboronate **6** was readily obtained from **4** in 99 % yield. Dye **8**, electronically analogous to dye **6**, but featuring a PEG‐ylated side chain (PEG=polyethylene glycol), was also efficiently assembled by using this protocol. Interestingly, the addition of the PEG functionality did not impair the photophysical properties of the dye (see below and spectra in the Supporting Information).

The installation of a stronger electron‐donating *N*,*N*‐diethylamino substituent proved slightly more challenging because the reaction of hydrazine with 4‐diethylaminosalicylaldehyde led invariably to the formation of the undesired bis‐hydrazone. Therefore, a new method, involving the formation of hydrazones from phenylglyoxylic acid derivatives (**9** and **10**), was developed to overcome this obstacle (Scheme [3](#chem201503943-fig-5003){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure enabled the synthesis of ligands **11** and **12**, which were then converted into dyes **13**--**18** in excellent to almost quantitative yields (up to 99 %) by simple condensation with the appropriate BA derivative. The simplicity of the method is underpinned by the fact that the dyes are readily obtained in high purity and without the need for additional chromatographic steps.

![Synthesis of BA‐based heterocycles featuring an *N*,*N*‐diethylamino substituent; the yields presented were obtained without any chromatographic purification steps.](CHEM-22-1631-g007){#chem201503943-fig-5003}

Photophysical properties of BASHY dyes {#chem201503943-sec-0005}
--------------------------------------

Taking the fluorescent nature of the first BASHY dye, **5** (see above), as a starting point, a more systematic investigation of some of the newly prepared dyes was performed. The data are compiled in Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} and representative UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra are shown in Figure [1](#chem201503943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A.

###### 

Photophysical properties of BASHY dyes in air‐equilibrated solution.

           Solvent^\[a\]^   *λ* ~abs~ \[nm\]^\[b\]^   *λ* ~fluo~ \[nm\]^\[c\]^   *Φ* ~fluo~ ^\[d\]^   *τ* ~fluo~ \[ns\]^\[e\]^
  -------- ---------------- ------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------
  **1**    CH~3~CN          363                       456                        0.03                 0.49
  **2**    CH~3~CN          401                       498                        \<0.01               --^\[f\]^
  **5**    CH~3~CN          420                       506                        0.17                 1.59
  **6**    CH~3~CN          415                       503                        0.16                 1.45
  **8**    CH~3~CN          415                       497                        0.15                 1.39
  **8**    CHCl~3~          424                       494                        0.13                 1.07
  **8**    TOL              424                       500                        0.10                 0.86
  **13**   CH~3~OH          473                       544                        \<0.01               --^\[f\]^
  **13**   CH~3~CN          471                       540                        0.08                 0.43
  **13**   CHCl~3~          477                       517                        0.62                 2.70
  **13**   TOL              471                       508                        0.60                 2.38
  **14**   CH~3~CN          472                       540                        0.09                 0.59
  **15**   CH~3~CN          471                       542                        0.06                 0.36
  **16**   CH~3~CN          471                       540                        0.09                 0.52
  **17**   CH~3~OH          487                       592                        \<0.01               --^\[f\]^
  **17**   CH~3~CN          488                       632                        \<0.01               --^\[f\]^
  **17**   CHCl~3~          496                       555                        0.48                 2.85
  **17**   TOL              489                       535                        0.55                 2.64
  **18**   CH~3~CN          463                       534                        0.06                 0.65
  **18**   CHCl~3~          472                       520                        0.53                 3.47

\[a\] TOL=toluene. \[b\] Longest‐wavelength absorption maximum. \[c\] Fluorescence maximum. \[d\] Fluorescence quantum yield. \[e\] Fluorescence lifetime. \[f\] Not determined because of the low emission intensity.
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![A) UV/Vis absorption (dashed lines) and fluorescence spectra (solid lines) of dyes **5** (blue), **13** (green), and **17** (red) in acetonitrile. B) Fluorescence spectra of **13** in toluene (blue), chloroform (green), and acetonitrile (red).](CHEM-22-1631-g001){#chem201503943-fig-0001}

The instrumental role of the BA component as a conformational block of the essentially nonfluorescent ligand was confirmed in a control experiment with **12**. Upon addition of three equivalents of phenylboronic acid to the ligand (leading to the slow formation of dye **17**), the buildup of the typical fluorescence band (enhancement factor of ca. 150 within 95 h) was observed (see the Supporting Information).

Dye **13**, which featured a strongly electron‐donating *N*,*N*‐diethylamino group, showed a further bathochromic shift (by ca. 40 nm) in polar solvents, such as acetonitrile (*λ* ~fluo~=540 nm, *Φ* ~fluo~=0.08; Figure [1](#chem201503943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A), relative to those of methoxy‐substituted **5** and **6**. However, in nonpolar solvents, the emission maximum of **13** was displaced hypsochromically (*λ* ~fluo~=508 nm in toluene and 517 nm in chloroform; Figure [1](#chem201503943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B and Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

The substituent effect (**5** versus **13**) on the spectral position of the rather broad emission bands and the solvent effect pinpoint the intramolecular charge‐transfer (ICT) character of the dye (see also below).[38](#chem201503943-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} The observed pronounced Stokes shifts (70--80 nm) are another typical feature of ICT fluorophores. This enables their excitation far from the spectral window of emission observation. Accordingly, potential complications in fluorescence microscopy, such as stray‐light detection or the reabsorption of emitted photons, are avoided. These problems are often encountered for BODIPY dyes and require alternative photophysical designs, such as energy‐transfer cassettes.[13](#chem201503943-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#chem201503943-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The ICT character of the BASHY dyes was further supported by time‐dependent (TD) DFT calculations[40](#chem201503943-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} at the CAM‐B3LYP/6‐31G\*\* level of theory (see the Supporting Information).

Energetically low‐lying ICT states often deactivate through competitive nonradiative channels. This is a direct consequence of the phenomenon known as the energy gap law and explains the relatively low quantum yields of BASHY dyes in polar solvents, which stabilize the ICT state.[38](#chem201503943-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} However, this also means that in nonpolar solvents the fluorescence quantum yields should increase significantly, which indeed was verified by values as high as 0.60--0.62 (Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The emission properties of the BASHY dyes are invariable with the substitution pattern of the phenylboronic acid component, as exemplified for the series of dyes **13**--**16** and **18**. This is an important observation, which enables the electronically innocent modification of the dyes and even the preparation of dimers, such as dye **18**, in which both halves are electronically noncommunicating (see also DFT calculations in the Supporting Information).[29](#chem201503943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Hence, dye **18** maintains the fluorescence properties of **13** (see Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), but nearly doubles the molar absorption coefficient (60 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^ for **13** versus 103 900 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^ for **18** in acetonitrile). The exaggeration of the electron‐accepting properties of the nitrophenyl substituent at the α‐carbonyl position in dye **17** displaced the emission maximum further to *λ*=632 nm in acetonitrile (Figure [1](#chem201503943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A), but at the cost of its fluorescent nature (*Φ* ~fluo~ \<0.01). Again, the energy‐gap law is behind these observations. As expected for a push--pull dye with strong ICT character, also a strong solvatochromic effect for **17**, an effective hypsochromic shift of the fluorescence emission in nonpolar solvents (*λ* ~fluo~=535 nm in toluene and 555 nm in chloroform; see Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} and spectra in Supporting Information) was noted. Again, this was accompanied by fluorescence light‐up behavior in nonpolar media (*Φ* ~fluo~=0.55 and 0.48 in toluene and chloroform, respectively; see Table [1](#chem201503943-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

The brightness (*ɛ*×*Φ* ~fluo~) of dyes **13**, **17**, and **18** in nonpolar environments was determined for the excitation at their absorption maxima, which serendipitously in the case of the *N*,*N*‐diethylamino‐substituted dyes **13**--**18** matched quite well with the output lines of the Ar^+^ laser (*λ*=488, 476 nm), frequently used in confocal fluorescence microscopy setups. Brightness values as high as 37 000, 28 000, and 54 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^ were obtained for **13**, **17**, and **18**, respectively, in nonpolar media (i.e., chloroform). These values are comparable to those of other well‐performing fluorescent dyes, for example, cyanine dyes (Cy3, 18 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^), carbofluorescein (67 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^), tetramethylrhodamines (35 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^), or phenoxazine dyes (resorufin, 41 000 [m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^).[3](#chem201503943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The high brightness and environmentally sensitive fluorescence render BASHY dyes promising candidates for applications in bioimaging. Of particular interest is their use as stains for nonpolar, hydrophobic intracellular environments, such as lipid droplets (see below),[41](#chem201503943-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} as an interesting alternative for commonly employed Nile red.[42](#chem201503943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#chem201503943-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

The photostability is another issue that was evaluated. As shown in Table [2](#chem201503943-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}, dyes **13**, **17**, and **18** are very photostable in acetonitrile and chloroform, with less than 15 % decomposition (as rated by the intensity of the fluorescence signal) after irradiation for 3 h with a 150 W xenon lamp and a *λ*=455 nm cutoff filter (see also the Supporting Information). As observed for other dyes, the excited ICT state serves as an energy sink, thereby protecting the molecules from unwanted photodecompositon.[44](#chem201503943-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Photostability of selected BASHY dyes in air‐equilibrated solution.

                 Solvent   *I* ~fluo~/*I* ~0~×100 %^\[a\]^    
  --- ---------- --------- --------------------------------- ---
      **13**     CH~3~CN   90                                 
                 CHCl~3~   90                                 
      **17**     CH~3~CN   --^\[b\]^                          
                 CHCl~3~   96                                 
      **18**     CH~3~CN   92                                 
                 CHCl~3~   87                                 
      Nile red   CH~3~CN   81                                 
                 CHCl~3~   93                                 

\[a\] After irradiation for 3 h with a 150 W xenon lamp equipped with a *λ*=455 nm cutoff filter; followed by fluorescence. \[b\] Not determined because of low fluorescence; the UV/Vis absorption spectrum indicates no photodecomposition.
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Encapsulation in polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) {#chem201503943-sec-0006}
----------------------------------------------

Having established the molecular diversity and photophysical properties of BASHY dyes, we explored their use in bioimaging applications. In the first step, we were interested in their entrapment in polymeric NPs, which have recently received considerable attention as promising drug‐delivery vehicles.[45](#chem201503943-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#chem201503943-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} In this context, fluorophore‐labeled NPs are highly appreciated tools to evaluate the biophysical properties of NPs at the cellular level in confocal microscopy studies. Such conjugates potentially foster a better understanding of the recognition and uptake mechanisms by target cells,[47](#chem201503943-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#chem201503943-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} and also provide a means to evaluate undesired side effects, such as bioaccumulation, cytotoxicity, and the triggering of unwanted cellular responses.[49](#chem201503943-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#chem201503943-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#chem201503943-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, encapsulation in NPs provides additional protection of the dyes from slow hydrolytic degradation, which was observed for the free dyes (e.g., *t* ~1/2~ ca. 3 h for **6** at pH 4.5). However, in toluene, the dyes (e.g., **13**) show practically no degradation over 12 h. A similar stability level is expected for the nonpolar environment of NPs, such as the herein explored poly(lactide‐*co*‐glycolide) (PLGA) NPs.[52](#chem201503943-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#chem201503943-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

The application of the double emulsion--solvent evaporation method resulted in fluorescent PLGA‐based NPs (Figure [2](#chem201503943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} B) with quantitative entrapment of dyes **13** and **17**. Their physicochemical properties (see also Supporting Information) are identical to those of unlabeled NPs or conjugates with standard fluorophores, such as coumarin‐6. The mean diameter ((185±7) nm for unloaded PLGA NPs versus (182±3) to (189±8) nm for dye‐labeled NPs), narrow particle size distribution (polydispersity index (PdI); 0.054±0.018 for unloaded NPs versus 0.050±0.022 to 0.088±0.034 for dye‐labeled NPs), and a zeta potential close to neutrality (ranging from (−1.64±0.39) to (−3.51±0.36) mV at pH 7.4) were maintained upon dye encapsulation. On one hand, it was observed that the BASHY dyes were not released in vitro from the nanoparticulate polymer matrix in RPMI (Roswell Park Memorial Institute) cell culture media over a period of 24 h at 37 °C (see the Supporting Information). On the other hand, undesired dye leaching was clearly observed for the coumarin‐labeled PLGA NPs under the same experimental conditions.

![A) Confocal microscopy images obtained after incubation of immature bone‐marrow‐derived murine dendritic cells (DCs) with BASHY dyes (2.5 μg mL^−1^; green) and C) BASHY‐labeled PLGA NPs (0.5 mg mL^−1^; green), for 10 min and 18 h, respectively. The plasma membrane (PM) was stained with WGA‐Alexa Fluor 633 (5 μg mL^−1^; red), whereas Hoechst 33342 (1 μg mL^−1^) was used for nucleus labeling (blue), after 10 min of incubation. B) Fluorescence microscopy images of BASHY‐labeled PLGA NPs.](CHEM-22-1631-g002){#chem201503943-fig-0002}

In accordance with the polarity‐dependent fluorescence of the dyes, the nonpolar microenvironment provided by the polymer matrix makes these NPs rather brightly fluorescent. These dye‐labeled NPs have lost their environmental polarity sensitivity, but can now be explored as inherently fluorescent tags in confocal microscopy. DCs were selected as biological models. This choice was motivated by their currently unfolding potential in the development of prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines.[54](#chem201503943-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} As shown in Figure [2](#chem201503943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} C, BASHY‐labeled NPs were successfully taken up by immature bone‐marrow‐derived murine DCs after 18 h of incubation time. The internalization process for both dye‐labeled NPs was unequivocally demonstrated by Z‐stack confocal microscopy images, which clearly provided evidence of intracellular localization (Figure [2](#chem201503943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} C) and excluded external adsorption onto the PM. The microscopic images of the DCs incubated with the unsupported dyes showed qualitatively the same fluorescence patterns (Figure [2](#chem201503943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} A). Importantly, the BASHY‐labeled NPs were shown to exhibit low cytotoxicity, reaching high levels of cell viability (\>90 %), even 24 h after incubation (Figure [3](#chem201503943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} A).

![Cell viability determined by AlamarBlue assay 24 h after incubation of A) DCs (JAW SII, ATCC CRL‐11904TM) with 500 μg mL^−1^ of dye‐labeled NPs (**13**, **17** or coumarin‐6) or B) HeLa cells with 5 μg mL^−1^ of dye (**13**, **17** or coumarin‐6); mean±standard deviation (SD); *n*=6. Phosphate‐buffered saline (PBS) and Triton were used as controls.](CHEM-22-1631-g003){#chem201503943-fig-0003}

Bioimaging of lipid droplets {#chem201503943-sec-0007}
----------------------------

Considering the hydrophobic asymmetric 3D structure of the dyes and their fluorescence in nonpolar environments, it was envisioned that these compounds could be used as selective lysochromic stains for lipid droplets. These targets are highly dynamic lipid reservoirs with implications in the regulation of intracellular lipid storage and metabolism.[41](#chem201503943-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} With this objective in mind, the labeling of HeLa cells with BASHY dyes **13** and **17** was performed (Figure [4](#chem201503943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). To contrast localization of the dyes, PM‐selective WGA‐Alexa Fluor 633 and DNA‐binding Hoechst 33342 were employed in a costaining protocol (Figure [4](#chem201503943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} A). Under the chosen experimental conditions, the viability of the HeLa cells was high and unaffected by the presence of the BASHY dyes (Figure [3](#chem201503943-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} B). As observed for the DCs (Figure [2](#chem201503943-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} A), both BASHY dyes were readily internalized by HeLa cells and accumulated at intracellular structures of variable sizes and cellular distribution (Figure [4](#chem201503943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, the BASHY dyes did not partition into structures that displayed a tighter lipid packing, such as the PM.[55](#chem201503943-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Hence, these dyes could be used to differentiate between membrane regions with variable packing properties.

![Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of HeLa cells. A) and B) Labeled with BASHY dyes **13** or **17** (2.5 μg mL^−1^; green), and A) additionally with WGA‐Alexa Fluor 633 (5 μg mL^−1^; red) as the PM stain, after 10 min of incubation. C) Labeled with Nile red (1 μg mL^−1^) for lipid droplet staining (red), during 10 min. D) Overlay images of B) and C). Hoechst 33342 (1 μg mL^−1^) was used for nucleus labeling (blue) in all images.](CHEM-22-1631-g004){#chem201503943-fig-0004}

To confirm whether BASHY dyes did indeed selectively label lipid droplets, they were used together with the archetypal lipid droplet stain Nile red[42](#chem201503943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#chem201503943-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} in dual color experiments (Figure [4](#chem201503943-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} C and D). The colocalization analysis and determination of Pearson\'s correlation coefficient (*R* ~r~=0.85 and 0.94 for colocalization between Nile red and dyes **13** and **17**, respectively) provided compelling evidence for selective lipid droplet staining by BASHY dyes; this underpins their potential for live‐cell bioimaging applications.

Conclusion {#chem201503943-sec-0008}
==========

For the first time, it was shown that BAs are valuable building blocks for the multicomponent assembly of a functionally and structurally versatile fluorescent dye platform. The simple synthetic protocol afforded the dyes in high yields without the need for laborious chromatographic steps. The modularity of the synthetic approach allows the integration of virtually any functionality. The resulting photostable fluorescent dyes, conveniently modified with electron‐donating substituents, show polarity‐sensitive green‐to‐yellow emission with quantum yields of up to 0.6 in nonpolar environments. The brightness of these new dyes approaches that of widely commercialized fluorescence imaging standards, such as cyanine dyes or rhodamines. These new dyes were successfully used as staining agents for bioimaging applications. They were efficiently entrapped in PLGA NPs and these stable conjugates were shown to be readily internalized by DCs, without showing any negative effect on cell viability. The unsupported dyes were demonstrated to be selective staining agents of lipid droplets in HeLa cells, and matched the performance of the archetypal Nile red dye.

The development of new live‐cell imaging methodologies is vital to foster new research in cell biology. Therefore, we envision that this BASHY platform, featuring dyes with remarkable photophysical properties, low toxicity, amenability for NP labeling, and selectivity towards subcellular structures, will emerge as a powerful tool for the tailored design of fluorescent dyes for advanced bioimaging applications.

Experimental Section {#chem201503943-sec-0009}
====================

General procedures for the synthesis of BASHY dyes {#chem201503943-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------------------

**Multicomponent construction of BASHY dyes 5, 6, and 8**: Stoichiometric amounts (0.1 mmol) of the corresponding salicylhydrazone derivative, phenylglyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid were dissolved in acetonitrile (1 mL), and the reaction mixture was then stirred at 80 °C for 2 h in a round‐bottomed flask. The volatile compounds were evaporated under reduced pressure and the BASHY dyes were readily obtained as solids with high purity in near quantitative yield (99 %). Characterization data can be found in the Supporting Information.

**Ligand‐based construction of the BASHY dyes 13**--**18**: The corresponding ligand (0.1 mmol for **13**--**17** and 0.2 mmol for **18**) and phenylboronic acid derivative (0.1 mmol) were dissolved in acetonitrile (1 mL), and the reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C for 2 h in a round‐bottomed flask. Then the volatile compounds were evaporated under reduced pressure to yield the corresponding BASHY dye with high purity in near quantitative yield. In some cases, the obtained solids were washed with cold methanol (0.5 mL) to remove very minor impurities. Characterization data can be found in the Supporting Information.

Details on the experimental procedures corresponding to the photophysical characterization, NP preparation, cell experiments, and confocal microscopy are described in the Supporting Information.
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